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‘The more
people involved,
the greater the
chance something
can go wrong.
Here, the sample
never leaves
the custody
of our research
team.The
pharmaceutical
industry
loves that.’
William Zamboni
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Preclinical studies take place in animals and
cells; drugs that succeed there go into
Phase I clinical trials, where they are given
to humans — perhaps 20 to 30 patients
who have exhausted all other treatments —
to determine appropriate doses. Phase II
looks at efficacy in a similarly small group
of patients, while Phase III, the last phase
before approval, is a much bigger study that
compares the drug’s effectiveness to the
existing standard of care.
Zamboni specializes in weeding out
ineffective drugs, or troubleshooting those
with potential, at the preclinical and first
phases of testing — early intervention that
saves time, money and possibly lives. To
weed them out, of course, he first needs to
get his hands on them. And given all that is
at stake, drug makers are very particular
about where they send their creations for
testing. UNC’s growing ability to attract
these drugs comes in part from the socalled Good Laboratory Practices lab that
Zamboni has set up to measure where
these drugs go in the body and what effect
they have. A GLP lab performs work to
exacting standards of data management,
quality assurance and standard operating
procedures; the GLP label ensures the
integrity of a study and is vital to ultimately obtaining FDA approval. “It is hard
to get a hold of those drugs early on.
Companies want the work done under
GLP conditions,” Zamboni says. “Having
this resource gives us access.”
The second factor in UNC’s capacity
for attracting these experimental treatments
is Lineberger’s new clinical trials unit,
which is dedicated exclusively to testing
anticancer agents. The unit has its own
team of doctors, nurses and researchers and
its own lab for speedy testing of the many
samples they take from patients.
Christine Walko, an assistant professor in
the pharmacy school who is directing the
sample processing lab, says her team might
take as many as 20 blood samples from a
patient over a 24-hour period. “Sometimes
we have to have [a sample] processed in five
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osts and casualties litter the long
road a cancer drug travels from discovery to FDA approval: The costs
are measured in the hundreds of millions of
dollars spent on research and development;
the casualties are counted in the number of
cancer patients who suffer or succumb
before an effective treatment reaches them.
“The earlier you can identify a drug as
good or bad, the better it is for everyone
involved,” says William Zamboni, an associate professor in the pharmacy school’s division of pharmacotherapy and experimental
therapeutics. “That’s where we come in.”
Zamboni came to UNC in early 2008,
from an assistant professorship at the University of Pittsburgh, where he also earned
his doctor of pharmacy degree and a doctorate in the school’s clinical pharmaceutical scientist program.
He brought with him an international
reputation as an expert in translational
studies of anticancer agents — whether a
drug’s proven effectiveness in cell-based or
animal studies will “translate” into effectiveness in the human body. UNC is hoping that the analytical capabilities of Zamboni’s new laboratories, coupled with his
research on nanoparticles, a promising drug
delivery tool, will help put the University
in the company of cancer centers such as
Memorial Sloan-Kettering in New York
and M.D. Anderson in Houston as a destination for testing the latest anticancer drugs
from pharmaceutical companies, the government and on-campus researchers.
“It is going to allow us to attract more of
the new ways of treating cancer,” says Dr. H.
Shelton Earp ’70 (MD), director of UNC’s
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center,
where Zamboni is an associate member. “We
will be able to have novel approaches for
patients who don’t have any other options.”
To understand Zamboni’s work, it helps
to understand a little about the drug development process. En route to FDA approval,
a cancer drug goes through an exhaustive
process that can last more than a decade
and cost upward of a half billion dollars.
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Bill Zamboni: Finding the Elusive
Few Drugs That Work

Researchers such as
Zamboni — and
UNC’s extensive
work in nanotechnology — are key to the
University’s ability
to attract cancer
clinical trials. The
sophisticated labs in
the new N.C. Cancer
Hospital also catch
drug companies’
attention.

minutes,” Walko says. “The drug can be
very unstable, and you have to catch it in
the form you want it in before it degrades.”
The combination of the GLP lab and
dedicated clinical trial unit, Zamboni says,
is almost unheard of in an academic setting, and it creates a tight chain of custody.
“The more people involved, the greater the
chance something can go wrong,” Zamboni says. “Here, the sample never leaves
the custody of our research team. The
pharmaceutical industry loves that.”
Zamboni’s expertise also extends to the
rapidly growing field of nanotechnology,

which holds tremendous promise for treating cancer. Traditional cancer drugs go
everywhere in the body and, as a result, can
damage healthy tissue along with the cancerous tissue they are supposed to wipe
out. “There is no way to control distribution [of these drugs],” Zamboni says.
To combat this problem, scientists are
building nanoparticle-scale — a billionth of
a meter — carriers to shepherd the highly
toxic drug to the area that needs it and keep
it from infiltrating the rest of the body.
While just two nanoparticle-based cancer
drugs are now on the market, Zamboni says,
there are perhaps 200 more in the pipeline.
Chemistry Professor Joe DeSimone is
among those who have great hopes for
what Zamboni has brought to UNC. In his
lab on campus, and in the Research Triangle Park offices of Liquidia, the company
he founded, DeSimone is developing anticancer agents based on his PRINT nanotechnology platform. By late 2010, DeSimone says, several of these agents will be in
Zamboni’s labs for testing. “You talk to
[DeSimone] and he sounds like a physician, in a good way,” Zamboni says. “And
he also understands what we are doing. He
can span disciplines.”
As impressive as this research and the
new laboratories on campus are, everyone
involved is cautious about the impact that
the drugs tested will have on current
patients, even those in UNC’s clinical trials.
The fact is that the vast majority of drugs
tested don’t work — Zamboni puts the
failure rate at 99 in 100 — and those that
do don’t work for everyone.
Zamboni’s colleague Walko has firsthand
experience with this reality. She joined his
lab in Pittsburgh more than a decade ago,
not long after the death from lung cancer
of her father, who had been a patient in a
clinical trial. While the drug could not save
him, she takes comfort in the fact that it
has since become the standard of care.
“There’s always that hope,” Walko says.
“You just never know.”

— Darv Johnson ’93
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